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PROJECT TITLE
Geometric Reasoning in Computer Vision using only 2D Supervision
AIMS AND BACKGROUND
Computer vision has made tremendous progress over the last decade with respect to perception. Much of this progress
can be attributed to two factors. First, the ability of deep neural networks (DNNs) to reliably learn a direct relationship
between images and labels. Second, access to a plentiful amount of images with corresponding labels. We often refer
to these labels as supervision – as the labels directly supervise what we want the vision algorithm to predict when
presented with an input image. Labels are relatively easy for the computer vision community to come by – manual
annotators are hired to draw boxes, points, or regions for a few cents per image. Services – most notably Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk – gives universities and companies access to an extremely large workforce who can perform these
tasks virtually from anywhere in the world with an internet connection. As a result extremely large labeled image
datasets have been ammassed for a variety of visual perception tasks – one of the most well known being ImageNet [7].

These labels, however, tend to be 2D in nature – for example a 2D bounding box, point, or region. How to obtain
3D labels is currently an open problem for the vision community. Rendering [23] is problematic as the synthetic images
seldom match the appearance and geometry of the objects we encounter in the real-world. Hand annotation is preferable,
but current strategies rely on associating the natural images with an external 3D database (e.g. ShapeNet [4]), which I
refer to as 3D supervision. Such annotation is extemely costly, slow and error prone. Further, if the external 3D shape
dataset does not capture the variation we see in the imagery, then the problem is inherently ill-posed.

I define the geometric reasoning problem as the task of jointly estimating the 3D pose and shape of a set of objects
in the world. Increasingly computer vision needs to perform geometric reasoning from images, such as when an
autonomous vehicle encounters a small child in the middle of a street. The car must not only detect that a child is there,
but determine exactly where it is in the 3D world to safely manoeuvre along the route. Similarly, robots and drones are
more and more deployed into unconstrained environments where they must safely manipulate and avoid 3D objects.
Biologists are using computer vision as a new tool to monitor endangered species [15] as a result of climate change –
breakthroughs in geometric reasoning could allow these researchers to get unprecedented detail from the visual data of
these populations such as their 3D motion and skeletal structure. Finally, in the area of space research the problem of
estimating the pose of space-borne objects from 2D imagery – such as satellites, spacecraft, and orbital debris – is a
crucial step in operations such as docking, debris removal and the inter-spacecraft communications [1].

Our Result Ground Truth State-of-the-art

Figure 1: In this project, I want to train geometric reasoning com-
puter vision systems solely from 2D labeled images —shown
on the top—with no need of 3D ground truth. Preliminary re-
sults [10] leveraging my proposed Structure from Category (SfC)
solution – to reconstruct the 3D structure and camera pose of ob-
jects using only 2D landmarks – outperforms state-of-the-art by
an order of magnitude. This result opens up brand new avenues
for solving geometric reasoning problems throughout a of AI us-
ing only 2D supervision.

Motivated by state-of-the-art preliminary results
[10] from my group, I argue that it is now possible
to train geometric reasoning computer vision systems
solely using 2D supervision. Human labeling in 2D is
dramatically cheaper, quicker, and less error prone –
making feasible the collection of large labeled datasets
needed for the training of habile geometric reasoning
AI. Further, I argue that leveraging recent theoretical ad-
vances in the field of Structure from Motion (SfM) is the
crucial ingredient for realising this promise. SfM is the
process of inferring the 3D structure and camera posi-
tions of a scene/object from an ensemble of 2D projected
points. The field of computer vision has made significant
progress on this problem for rigid scenes/objects over the
last three decades, with rigid SfM algorithms now capable
of reconstructing entire cities using large-scale photo col-
lections, and real-time reconstructions on embedded and
mobile devices.

Non-rigid SFM (NRSfM) offers computer vision a
way to recover the pose and 3D structure of an object cat-
egory solely from hand annotated 2D landmarks with no
need for 3D supervision. Classically [3], the problem of
NRSfM has been applied to objects that move non-rigidly
over time such as the human body and face. But NRSfM is not restricted to non-rigid objects; it can equally be applied
to rigid objects (e.g. chairs see Fig. 1) whose object categories deform non-rigidly a problem my group and I have
coined as Structure from Category (SfC) [13]. NRSfM has long been a “poor cousin” to rigid SfM. NRSfM is an
inherently ill-posed problem since the structure can vary between images, resulting in more variables than equations.
Unlike rigid SfM, canonical non-rigid SfM methods: (i) do not scale well when applied to large datasets, (ii) are sen-

- Much of the progress in robotic’s vision can be attributed 
to a plentiful number of images with corresponding labels 
(i.e. supervision).

- 2D labels are cheap and easy to obtain, however, 3D labels 
are onerous; as they require association with an external 
3D shape. 

- Aim of project: is to explore innovations in the area of
“structure from category” to break this dependence on 
external 3D shapes. 

- Our innovation: is to recover 3D labels solely from an ensemble 
of 2D landmarks stemming from the same object category (e.g. 
“chair”).

- Problem can be expressed as a Non-Rigid Structure from Motion 
(NRSfM) problem. 

- We are exploring new compact representations inspired from
innovations in deep learning and sparse coding.

- Broader impact: the ability for robots to reliably reason about the 
geometry of objects is critical for innovations in autonomous 
transport, disaster relief, endangered species preservation, and 
space exploration. 

- Education & outreach: Outputs of this project are planned to
be integrated into a new course graduate level course 
on Geometry in Deep Learning for Robotics.


